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Mowrer: Lagustrine Thoughts

NEW

MEXICO

QUARTERLY REVIEW

Were gloss and comment, program-notes to read
Curiously after the event. But now,
Cogitating the swift allegoried
Show, he remembered that absolute bough
Whose fruit is brittle in mortality,
And found the play authentic: the villain
Genealogically sound; homely,
And familiar, as original si~.

LACUSTRINE.THOUGHTS

I

It was there. And we had seen it. Beyond
The circling'swan it rose, mammiform and
Opulent. No one could ever dream that
Green harbor . . . that lush-breasted promise of
Repose. Yet suddenly it Was not. And
We saw only bits of inverted sky
Strewn in the fractured lake. And the swan swam
In proud orbits - wide as despair . . . as doom.

II

That day we did not see any islands.
There was nothing - only gray water and
A solitarY swan. The sun laid down
.
Its gold highway for night to enter on.
But we, mazed in a sullen latitude,
Could not descry one patch of green, one brash
Intimation of islands burgeoning
Out of the fertile word. Lost ... lost ... betrayed

.

By what was and what would be-we heard earth's
Ancient anguish-Time's stale proleptic sigh.
~
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POETR.Y

III

Once more we watched the proud swan circumscribe
Its splitary ambit round the la;ke;
.,
. And"heard the prowling winds descant on. man
And his sad genesis; UBegat in sin

.

~ .

<

And doomed .... and doomed ... and doomed ..." The words recurred,
Reverberated through brain and blood. Then
l\1y tree muttered-UNot only man . . ." Lakeward
We looked again. And the loneiy swan-swam.
. IV

.

'

Lush and mammiform that island rose brash
As the germinal word, tongue-warm on that
Glad lake.
-'
Our thoughts coupling in green transit
Found perilous conjunction on rathe waves;
While under-arching all the· sky, inverse
And subterranean, gird;~ed with sly
Aulic lechery our laughing isle.
But
We-more sure of our meridian-passed
By that bright illusion . . . passed straight to our
Green. island-our brashly-burgeoning Now. ,
{r
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Daughter of a comfortable insurance executive
In a medium midwestern city, she always felt
At her back the cold breath of poverty.
. Conway claimed her at the membership dance
(Checking coats, slowly achieving college) .
He had her only three times, because her mother
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